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EDITORIAL 

RENNER stands for stability
We are currently witnessing how crises are becoming the new normal in many 

areas. And yet – or precisely because of this – we have some good news for you: 

When it comes to professional labelling technology, RENNER is your rock-solid 

partner.

This support starts with consulting, which extends far beyond the delivery 

date and, in addition to reliable technology with brand-name components, 

always keeps an eye on cost-effectiveness. Our design department and in-house 

production at the company site in Germany creates continuity, complemented by 

an optimal service that is available internationally.

It is easy to explain the goal behind this: 100-percent customer satisfaction. This 

has been driving us for two generations. In this issue, we want to show that 

our self-developed RENNER S machine series meets this requirement in every 

performance class: from the “small” RENNER CRAFTER for small breweries, 

wine press houses and contract bottlers to the highly flexible modular machine.

Take us at our word and we will provide stability and future security when it 

comes to labelling. We look forward to meeting your next challenge to your 

complete satisfaction!

I hope you enjoy reading

Steffen Renner
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NEWS

 KELTEREI KRÄMER 

Precision for  
glass & cans
The Krämer wine press 
company awards the la-
belling part of its new pro-
duction line to  RENNER. 
Among other things, the in-
novative cider brand BEMBEL WITH CARE will run 
on the combined machine that has been ordered.

With this cult brand, which was added to the product range in 
2008, the family-owned company from the Odenwald region 
of Germany is tapping into a young, nationwide target group 
and successfully asserting itself on the market. After being pre-
cisely aligned, the stylishly printed cans from the new RENNER 
S1200 Servo Combi receive a self-adhesive label with individ-
ual country specifications. The classic method is to label all 
bottles of juices, fruit wines and mixed drinks using wet glue.

R kelterei-kraemer.de 

 WEINGUT SCHLOSS FELS 

Non-stop quality
The Schloss Fels winery has already chosen 
RENNER for the third time, this time with a highly 
flexible modular machine.

The production plant of SPAR Österreichische Warenhandels-
AG is one of the largest wineries in Austria. As part of a line 
renewal, the RENNER S1800 module replaces one of the 
previous labelling machines. Why did the company, which 
produces and bottles wine and spirits, bet on Renner yet 
again? In addition to the labelling itself, the excellent service 
and reliable spare parts supply have also proven their worth 
over the years.

The machine has three docking stations. Various modules can 
be connected as required. In addition to two wet glue modules, 
the scope of delivery also includes two self-adhesive modules 
for non-stop operation – one with AutoSplicer and carrier tape 
rewinder, the other with two dispensers in tandem mode.

R /www.spar.at/eigenmarken/lebensmittel/
weingut-schloss-fels 

The Krämer wine press house, now in its third generation, 

combines tradition with modernity.

With more than 100 hectares of yield area, the Schloss Fels 

winery is one of the largest in Austria.

Want to know 
more about  
the selected 
solution?

Want to know 
more about  
the selected 
solution?
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NEWS

 W.U.H.  FERNHOLZ 

Cup labelling
Packaging specialist W.u.H. Fernholz plays it safe 
with RENNER S CUP LABELLING for cup labelling.

Modern packaging solutions and films made of thermoplastics – 
that is Fernholz’s bread and butter. In the cup sector, as well 
as printing and paper wrapping, the company also provides 
the option of labelling.

The RENNER S1200 Servo PSL they have ordered is designed 
for a range of formats and, among other things, applies L-labels 
to the front and bottom in non-stop operation. Reliable cup 
handling is guaranteed thanks to partner M&A Automation. The 
filigree plastic containers are thus safely separated, labelled 
and re-stacked.

R https://www.fernholz.biz/# 

 SMARTPETPRO 

Animal welfare in a can
Canned food producer SmartPetPro integrates a 
RENNER S Pre-Cut with closed hotmelt system 
into a newly built high-tech plant.

The start-up SmartPetPro has set itself the task of developing 
and producing sustainable premium canned food for dogs and 
cats. The offer is aimed exclusively at private label customers. 
The company selected a RENNER S720 Pre-Cut for the 
new highly automated and sustainable filling line in Dessau, 
Germany. The hotmelt system not only works efficiently, safely 
and reliably, but is also easy to operate. Thanks to economical 
wrap-around labelling with start and end gluing, pre-cut labels 
are transferred from the label magazine to different containers 
quickly, precisely, and fully automatically.

R www.smartpet.pro

Want to know 
more about  
the selected 
solution?

Want to know 
more about  
the selected 
solution?
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 LANDENA 

Flexible production in cans and jars
Landena, an internationally active manufacturer of finished products, chooses RENNER as a reliable partner 
for hotmelt and self-adhesive labelling.

Preserves, frozen products and sausage snacks – three areas 
in which Landena has stood for enjoyment and quality for over 
50 years. The company, which is located between the Austrian 
cities of Salzburg and Graz, also sets it itself apart with highly 
flexible manufacturing. The ability to adapt quickly to new products 
is also key for the new labelling solution. The RENNER S1200 Servo 
Combi processes a total of 19 different formats: Cans receive 
paper wrap-around labels using hot glue, glass bottles are partially 
labelled with hot glue or self-adhesive.

In addition to new premium-quality design options such as lid 
and closure labels, Landena placed great emphasis on reliable 
technology. Alongside decades of experience and high-quality 
mechanical engineering, support during commissioning – until 
the customer was absolutely satisfied – also spoke in favor of 
RENNER as a partner. “RENNER put together an impressive 
complete package for us,” explains Gerhard Schachner, Technical 
Manager at Landena. “We are confident that we have made the 
right decision for decades to come with our new partner.”

1. Precise handling and labelling of plastic 
cups

2. Premium pet food with wrap-around 
label

3. Headquarters against an imposing 
backdrop: Landena KG in Stainach, Austria

4. For generations, Landena has produced 
food for brands, including Mediterranean 
sauces and soups in jars or canned 
sausage snacks, preserves and spreads.

R www.landena.at/de/

Want to know 
more about  
the selected 
solution?
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T
 here are not many breweries that have 

been producing sustainable organic bev-
erages for several generations. That’s 
why the entire industry is especially inter-

ested in what Neumarkter Lammsbräu Gebr. 
Ehrnsperger KG is planning next. Not only in terms 
of beer, soft drinks and mineral water, but also in 
terms of design.

SOPHISTICATED DESIGNS ...
“The packaging must reflect the high standards we 
set for our ingredients and products,” says Johannes 
Ehrnsperger, Managing Director of the family business 
that is nearly 400 years old. Even if this is not always 
easy to realize on a technical level: The organic 
pioneer does not shy away from challenges. This is 
demonstrated, among other things, by the current glass 

formats used for BioKristall organic mineral water and 
 “now” organic lemonades.

... TECHNICALLY FLAWLESS
The opportunity to expand the technical possibilities 
was provided by the recent construction of a second 
filling line. Neumarkter Lammsbräu picked the best 
supplier for each discipline in the new system. “With 
RENNER, we are banking on an experienced partner 
who can not only implement unusual designs, but 
also break new ground,” says Johannes Ehrnsperger. 
This willingness is important as we aim to use even 
more sustainable materials in the future, from PVC-
free crown corks to labels made from FSC-certified 
or recycled paper and environmentally friendly inks.” 
When it comes to naturally degradable glue, the 
company is still in the early stages, but the experience 

NEUMARKTER LAMMSBRÄU

Breaking new ground 
together
Organic pioneer Neumarkter Lammsbräu also wants to make  
labelling sustainable, and decides on RENNER as a partner for new  
and existing tasks.

1. Company owner Johannes 
Ehrnsperger continues a brewing 
tradition of almost 400 years and is 
consistently focused on sustainability.

2. Neumarkter Lammsbräu non-
alcoholic in the characteristic 
0.33 l gourmet bottle.

3. Company headquarters of the 
traditional organic brewery in Neumarkt 
near Nuremberg.

4. Good for the environment and for 
resources: The high-quality organic 
products are to be labelled even more 
sustainably in the future.

OR-
GANIC  
BEER

Sophisticated design: 
Organic lemonade brand 
“now” with wrap-around 
label on tapered bottle 
neck.

Want to know 
more about  
the selected 
solution?
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to date with RENNER and the glue supplier fills the 
Managing Director with confidence.

THE SUPPORT HAS TO BE RIGHT
Johannes Ehrnsperger knows that the goals he has 
set can only be achieved with a functioning foursome 
of paper and glue manufacturers, printers and label-
lers. At RENNER, the family brewery found not  only 
future-oriented technology but also the necessary 
consulting expertise and dedicated support with fast 
response times.

THE “NEW” ONE HAD TO BE ABLE TO DO 
EVERYTHING
This experience is also shared by the former Head of 
Production, Karl-Heinz Maderer, who asked another 
brewery about their experience with RENNER in 
advance. “Our requirements were quite complex, as 
the new machine also provides us with a buffer for the 

first filling line. Consequently, the RENNER S960 also 
had to be able to map our previous product range. 
The first impression of a simultaneously robust and 
flexible machine that delivers optimum results has now 
been confirmed.”

PERFECT FIT ON ANY SHAPE
The fact that RENNER can also solve tricky tasks has 
been proven by the recently introduced formats and 
labels, which Johannes Ehrnsperger says are being 
processed perfectly. Thanks to targeted advice, even 

tapered neck areas are precisely labelled all the way 
around. “Switching to RENNER was definitely a step 
in the right direction,” confirms Johannes  Ehrnsperger. 
 “Both in terms of expanding our capacity and with a 
view to even more sustainable labelling.” 

High-quality products have to be 
perfect. Optimal labelling directly 
impacts sales and customer 
satisfaction.

THE USER

 > Pioneering: 1982 – first 
organic beer

 > Wide range of sustainable 
organic beverages

 > 2021 – CSR Award from the 
Federal Government

THE CHALLENGE

 > Flexible labelling solution for 
a new filling line

 > Map new and old products
 > Aiming for even more 

sustainable labelling

THE SOLUTION

 > RENNER S960 wet glue
 > Compact motion design, high 

productivity
 > Technical advice on design 

and material

RENNER UPDATE 10 // 2022    7
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we need so well and was able to provide us with such 
a flexible and economical solution.”

REPRODUCIBLE SETTINGS
It is not uncommon for operators to switch the RENNER 
S1800 Servo Combi to a new format twice a day – or 
even more. This must be done quickly. That’s why 
the format parts can be changed with quick-release 
fasteners without the need for separate tools. With 
the help of the cross slide, the height-adjustable units 
can also be quickly switched between operation 

and service without 
losing their settings. In 
addition to the two wet 
gluing units, two self-
adhesive dispensers are 
integrated in non-stop 
tandem operation, as 
well as a camera system 
for precise alignment of 

printed bottles. “This opens up many design options 
for us, such as for export or for promotional stickers,” 
says a delighted Dimitri Delcourt.  

Steinie, Vichy, Apo, Champagne and Belgian 
beer bottles are just some of the formats that 
Brasserie du Bocq, founded in 1858, uses in 

various sizes for its own and third-party brands. The 
technical requirements for the newly built production 
line were suitably high.

NEW GREEN-FIELD SITE
The up-and-coming brewery had outgrown its former 
site in the small village of Purnode. Anyone who opens 
the doors of the new production and logistics hall will 
see robust 
and flexible 
technology 
at its best. 
The Wallon-
ian brasse-
rie chose 
only leading 
manufactur-
ers for the individual parts of the line. It did not take long 
to decide upon  RENNER, recalls Managing  Director 
Dimitri Delcourt. “No other vendor understands what 

BRASSERIE DU BOCQ

One solution  
for many  
features 
The Belgian brewery made a conscious  
decision not to go with a full-service  
provider and is doing very well with it.

RENNER is a true expert when it comes 
to labelling machines and its collaboration 
with the interface manufacturers could 
not have gone more smoothly. We are 
very happy with our choice.

THE USER

 > One of the largest 
independent breweries in the 
Wallonia part of Belgium

 > Wide range of own and third-
party brands

 > Annual production: approx. 
100,000 hectoliters 

THE CHALLENGE

 > Flexible & future-proof 
labelling solution

 > Diverse formats and features
 > Frequent changeovers

THE SOLUTION

 > RENNER S1800 Servo Combi: 
2 x wet glue, 

 > 2 x self-adhesive with non-
stop function

 > Optical bottle alignment
 > Label inspection

1. Main building of the brewery in the Walloon village of Purnode. 2. The RENNER S1800 Combi in the newly built production hall. 

3. Magazine with paper labels for “Blanche de Namur” wheat beer, which has won several international awards.

BEER

Want to know 
more about  
the selected 
solution?



RENNER CRAFTER

Maximum quality,  
minimum space.
RENNER Crafter is THE labelling machine for 
small outputs. Precise, robust, intuitive, easy 
to clean and quick to change over. A compact, 
efficient, and flexible solution for small 
breweries, wine press houses, and contract 
bottlers. What our early adopters said:

SPECIAL

MACHINE PROFILE

The RENNER Crafter has a cam-controlled bottle table with a diameter 
of 480 mm, a torsion-resistant, height-adjustable base frame, and a 
swiveling touch panel for convenient operation. The control cabinet 
is mounted in a dry position above the infeed and outfeed, which 
also saves space, and the machine is easily accessible overall. Other 
highlights:

VERSATILE: for glass, plastic or metal, round or shaped containers 
HIGH PRECISION: Rotary design, exact container placement, label 
transfer with millimeter precision, reproducible settings
ECONOMICAL: Minimal glue consumption due to low-wear glue roller 
and rubber pallets, infinitely variable with fine adjustment and reference 
display
QUICK CHANGEOVER: Tool-free container- & label change, 
reproducible unit settings with cross slide for service- or working 
position
STABLE PROCESSES: Bottle breakage detection,  
electric-pneumatic glue-bar adjustment, output regulation 
(jam switch in infeed and outfeed)
FUTURE-PROOF: Modular design, branded components, 
minimal wear, current safety standards

We produce around 2,700 hectoliters of our only beer, 
Urtrunk, every year. With the RENNER Crafter, we 
have found a replacement for our old machine that is 
compact, flexible and stable in value. We started with 
front labelling, and are very satisfied. If necessary, 
we can retrofit a back unit.
Karl-Heinz Schroll, Owner  
Brauerei Schroll, Reckendorf

As a result of the pandemic, we became 
more focused on retail, and thus required 
a greater number of bottles. The RENNER 
Crafter ensures the new filling line makes 
a clean and stable impression. In addition 
to the technology, we appreciate the high 
level of personal support and flexibility.
Rainer Schinkels, Owner and Managing Director 
Schinkels Brauhaus, Witzenhausen

We were looking for a new product design 
with natural paper and back label and we 
came to RENNER based on a recommendation. 
Inserting their machine into our small produc-
tion line was precision work. In addition to its 
stable operation, we are very happy with the 
direct communication and competent advice.
Benjamin Peters, Owner  
Satower Mosterei, Satow

RENNER UPDATE 10 // 2022    9
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 arc Zinkler can’t be fooled. Anyone who 

has been bottling his beers almost exclu-
sively in swing-top bottles for 20 years can 
tell immediately whether he is looking at a 

modified standard machine or one that has been de-
signed and built specifically for swing-top bottles.

A few months ago, the 50-year-old Operations 
Manager at MORITZ FIEGE put a new labelling 
machine from RENNER into operation. And it has 
everything that the slow brewers and swing-top bottle 
lovers from Bochum need: from bottle guides and 
stable units with long brush-on distances to servo-
motor-driven coarse and fine alignment, including 
error messages for swing-top closures that are 
slanted or open.

CHANGEOVER TO 
SERVO TECHNOLOGY
The sixth-generation 
family brewery bottles 
75 percent of its 
specialty beers in 
Lochmund bot t les. 
The other quarter is 
marketed in the steinie 
format. But it was 
precisely the handling 
of the smaller bottles 
that led to repeated 
problems with the 
previous machine from 
another manufacturer, 

MORITZ FIEGE

Brewing craft 
with a swing-top
The MORITZ FIEGE family brewery in Bochum not only 
selects its raw materials with the utmost care. Their new 
labelling solution also has to meet the highest standards.

BEER
1. Brewing-art in the steinie bottle: 
The “Perle” and “Tettnanger” 
aromatic hops give the traditionally 
brewed pils a fine tart character.

2. Operations Manager Marc 
Zinkler: “When it comes to quality, 
we don’t compromise. Beer 
connoisseurs notice this from the 
very first sip.”

3. “Together. With Fiege”: Hugo, 
Hubertus, Carla, and Jürgen Fiege 
(from left to right) are proud to be 
part of the Ruhr region’s cultural 
identity.

Want to know 
more about  
the selected 
solution?
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THE USER

 > Sixth-generation family 
brewery

 > Swing-top filler since 2002
 > Slow Brewing Quality Seal

THE CHALLENGE

 > High-performance solution for 
swing-top bottles

 > Increased productivity and 
quality

 > High process stability

THE SOLUTION

 > RENNER S1200 servo wet glue
 > Stable, reproducible label 

image
 > Inspection of fill level and 

label fit

which was around 18 years old, recalls Marc Zinkler. 
In addition, the purely mechanical machine showed 
high wear and increasingly produced a labelling image 
of fluctuating to insufficient quality.

A NO-NONSENSE “SWING-TOP MACHINE”
In contrast, the performance of the new RENNER 
S1200 Servo almost makes the Fiege team forget 
their difficult past. Neck, belly, and seal labels are 
applied to each of the two formats with a high level 
of precision and reproducibility. And all this at an 
output of 30,000 bph. The servo-controlled container 
plates operate wear-free and are sealed against the 
intrusion of liquids. Another advantage: The larger 
bottle table with a diameter of 1,200 mm reduces 
angular speeds, which in turn pays off when it comes 
to process stability. Compared to the past, MORITZ 
FIEGE benefits from a consistent throughput with 

increased performance and quality. In addition, the 
machine is easy to operate, convert and clean. This 
saves valuable time in the day-to-day filling process.  
 “While operating the old machine required very specific 
expertise, the RENNER machine is transparent and 
has good self-monitoring.”

OPTIMUM SERVICE
Marc Zinkler describes the cooperation with RENNER 
as involved and solution-oriented. “You can sense that 
RENNER is genuinely interested in its customers and 
their challenges. The team is experienced, knowledge-
able and quickly addresses any concerns.”

Ever since the machine was commissioned by an 
experienced and well-drilled team, it has been running 
completely smoothly, says Marc Zinkler happily.  
 

When it comes to swing-
top labelling, there’s no 
getting around RENNER. 
I can only recommend 
working with them.

Engineered, Made in Germany: The 
RENNER S1200 Servo wet glue 
machine for Moritz Fiege is specially 
designed for swing-top bottles.

RENNER UPDATE 10 // 2022    11
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Many mineral water companies are faced 
with the task of asserting themselves with 
fresh ideas against global players, water 

carbonators and other trends. The fifth-generation 
family business takes this in its stride thanks to a clear 
focus on regionality, quality and sustainability.

SUSTAINABILITY WITH A FRESH DESIGN
Founded in 1909, the Mineralbrunnen mineral water 
company, which is located on the edge of the Volcanic 
Eifel mountain range, relies on 100-percent reusable 
packaging and is climate-neutral throughout the entire 
value chain – from the spring to the return of empties.
The recently launched N1 and N2 cooperative formats 
with wrap-around label form a visual highlight. However, 
the relaunch required a new labelling machine which 
met current safety standards, and which also had to 
be installed in a cramped filling line.

LATEST TECHNOLOGY, MAXIMUM SAFETY
It was under this premise that Martin Schilling, the 
Technical Manager and now Managing Director of the 
Engineering and Production department, approached 
RENNER. Here, in addition to a compact machine with 
approved safety standards, he also found consulting 
support for the technical implementation of wrap-
around labels.

The modular RENNER Motion design meant it was 
easy to disassemble the rotary machine into individual 
assemblies and integrate it into the line. “Our trust 
paid off,” Martin Schilling sums up with satisfaction. 
 “The new labels look great, require only a third of the 
previous amount of glue and are applied with high 
precision.” 

BROHLER MINERALBRUNNEN

A safe changeover
Brohler Mineralbrunnen combines the relaunch of its products  
with a sustainable technological leap.

WATER

THE USER

 > One independent mineral 
spring, five generations.

 > 100% reusable, climate-
neutral

THE CHALLENGE

 > Replacement that meets 
current safety standards

 > Introduction of new formats 
and wrap-around labels

 > Integration in a confined 
space

THE SOLUTION

 > RENNER S1200 wet glue
 > Compact motion design
 > Consultation on technical 

implementation

1. “Drink Brohler. Feel better” – Quality mineral water from the Volcanic Eifel, one of the most pristine natural landscapes in Germany. 2. All-round satisfaction: 

Managing Director Martin Schilling with accurately labelled cooperative bottle. 3. Ready for use: The paper labels of the declared vegan apple spritzer with 55% fruit 

content, lots of vitamin C and the harmonious taste of Brohler mineral water.

The new machine is easy 
to operate, changeover 
and clean. This saves us 
a lot of time.

Want to know 
more about  
the selected 
solution?
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The roots of Rotkäppchen-Mumm go back hun-
dreds of years in some cases, with the spirits 
brands dating back as far as 1507. The famous 

 “red champagne cap” was created in 1856 in Freyburg, 
the “capital” of the traditional wine-growing region of 
Saale-Unstrut, and gave the brand its name from 1894 
onwards.

POWERFUL COMBINED SOLUTION ...
A multi-function line at the company’s headquarters 
in Freyburg is used to label 1.5-liter magnum bottles 
of the Rotkäppchen, Mumm, and MM brands, among 
others. At the beginning of 2021, the sparkling wine 
producer replaced the existing machine with a state-
of-the-art solution for wet glue and self-adhesive labels 
from RENNER. “In addition to the versatility, we were 
convinced by the good price-performance ratio and the 

ROTKÄPPCHEN-MUMM

Perfectly equipped bottles, 
options for the future
RENNER scores points with stable processes and plenty of design freedom in their 
collaboration with Germany’s market leader in sparkling wine, branded wine and spirits.

The combined machine precisely 
fulfilled all the requirements. It 
convinces with a high degree of 
delivery, stable results and a 
wide range of design options.

WINE

1. Classic bottle fermentation in the riddling cellar 2. Historic main building of the Rotkäppchen sparkling wine cellar 3. Red champagne cap as trademark

THE USER

 > Germany’s leading supplier 
of sparkling wine, wine and 
spirits

 > Founded in 1856 in Freyburg 
(Unstrut)

 > Total revenue: 1.2 billion 
euros (2021)

THE CHALLENGE

 > Flexible labelling solution for 
multifunction line

 > High quality and process 
stability

 > Versatile labelling, intuitive 
operation

THE SOLUTION

 > RENNER S1200 Servo Combi: 
2 x wet glue,  
2 x self-adhesive

 > Optical bottle alignment
 > Label inspection

fast on-site support,” reports Jan 
Wiemann, Head of Maintenance at 
the filling plant in Freyburg.

SUPPLIED AS A COMPLETE 
PACKAGE
The new RENNER S1200 Combi 
Servo PSL features, among  other 
things, two wet gluing units,   label 
inspection and a camera sys-
tem for servo-motor alignment 
based on control marks. Two 
self-adhesive dispensers 
open up new design options 
for the company when it 
comes to their 0.75 l bottles 
and various special features. 
The new machine was sup-
plied from a single source 
and came with a bottle dry-
er included. According to 
Jan Wiemann, installation 
and commissioning went 
smoothly. 

Want to know 
more about  
the selected 
solution?



RENNER S600

What our 
customers  
say 
Breweries, wine presses, and contract bottlers need machines 
that retain their value and deliver sustainably good results. In 
operation, it comes down to the practical things, such as ease of 
use, cleaning and changeover. And of course, the support and 
spare parts supply must be right. We asked five of our customers 
why they chose RENNER and how our small, powerful rotary 
machine is performing.

Hauf Brewery, Dinkelsbühl
PRODUCTS:  Beer, beer brandies and beer liqueurs

EQUIPMENT:  Front aggregate

IN OPERATION SINCE:  2022 

The family-owned brewery, founded in 1901, was looking for a robust 

machine for the new plant “without the frills”, but with consistent qual-

ity and a future-proof design. In addition, the new labeler had to be 

user-friendly, easy to clean and quick to change over.

 
   The Renner S600 labels our 0.5 l Euro and 0.33 l Vichy 
bottles in a clean, reliable fashion.

 Florian Hauf, Managing Director 

Felsenbräu Thalmansfeld 
PRODUCTS:  Beer and soft drinks
EQUIPMENT:  Two aggregates
IN OPERATION SINCE:  2020 

The third-generation family brewery needed a space-saving and 
high-performance labeling machine. The “new one” applies belly, chest 
and back labels to various formats. A variable date imprint on the front 
and back is also integrated.

 
   We are very satisfied. The technology runs smoothly. 

Our contact persons are easy to reach, wear parts are 
available quickly.

 Walter Gloßner, Master Brewer and Managing Director

The RENNER S600 wet glue 
with 600-milimeter bottle 
table applies a wide variety 
of paper labels, including 
closure seals, in a precise, 
economical and reliable 
fashion. The modular rotary 
design is easily accessible, 
integrates into the line to 
save space and opens up 
various aggregate, alignment 
and control options.

SURVEY
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Ribes Fruit & Juice, St. Stefan ob Stainz 
PRODUCTS:  Fruit juices 

EQUIPMENT:  Special equipment for L-labels

COMMISSIONING: 2022 

With a valuable design including an L-label to secure the closure, Ribes 

stands out from the competition. RENNER supported this project with 

the appropriate special equipment, a minimum number of format parts 

and useful suggestions for optimum operation.

 
   The technology and operation of the machine 
demonstrate the extremely high quality standards at 
RENNER. Our contacts are proactive and professional. 
All of this benefits us as customers.

 Franz Schriebl, Managing Director  

Plassenburg Kelterei, Bad Berneck 
PRODUCTS:  Fruit juices, nectars, fruit wines & 
 soft drinks 
EQUIPMENT:  Two aggregates and label inspection
COMMISSIONING: 2022 

To mark the occasion of a newly built production hall, the Franconian 
cooperative winepress company replaced not only the packer and con-
veyor belts, but also the 15-year-old labeler. Stable aggregates and an 
exact label fit were particularly important. Easily reproducible results 
and short make-ready times are ensured, among other things, by the 
compound slide and the tool-free change of format parts.

 
   The RENNER S produces a high-quality and stable 

bottle image. This puts us in an excellent position for 
the future.  Markus Wolfrum, Managing Director  

Menschel-Limo, Hainewalde 
PRODUCTS:  Lemonades 

EQUIPMENT:  Two aggregates

COMMISSIONING: 2022 

Cucumber lemonade, chocolate fizz or blue stone energy? For five 

generations, the Menschel name has stood for innovative soft drinks in 

the region. A RENNER S600 will be installed in the newly  constructed 

filling line for processing 8,000 bph on the recommendation of the 

general contractor.

 
    Our machine was delivered on time. The cooperation 
with RENNER is uncomplicated and solution-oriented.

 Stefan Kubitz, Managing Director  

Beil Fruchtsaft, Neckarsulm 
PRODUCTS:  Fruit juices 
EQUIPMENT:  Two aggregates
COMMISSIONING: 2022 

For the fruit juice winery with beverage trade, wine house, and dis-
tillery, the experience with RENNER as an alternative service provider 
for KRONES labelling machines tipped the scales. “Our contacts are 
easy to reach, and the results are convincing,” says Joachim Beil, who 
is the fourth generation to run the contract bottling business.

 
    The competent service for our Krones machine 

indicated the high quality of the RENNER S600. This 
assessment has been fully confirmed. 

 Joachim Beil, Managing Director  
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GLEN TURNER DISTILLERY

A legend invests  
in new technology
More output, more precision, more capacity.  
The Scottish Glen Turner Distillery plays it  
safe with RENNER.

Rounded taste with floral bouquet and unique 
sweetness: In Strawlaw, Scotland, they have 
been bottling this legendary single malt since 

2004: Glen Turner.

WHY NOT ASK RENNER?
In order to be able to label scotch whisky at high 
quality in the desired quantity, Ian McLaren needed 
an economical replacement for the existing labelling 
solution. The general manager of Glen Turner Distillery 
promptly recalled a previous collaboration with RENNER. 
He  received detailed advice and got exactly what he 
 wanted: A highly efficient machine, delivered on time 
and according to specification. “Everything was exactly 
as promised,” reports Ian McLaren, “from the initial 
design drawing through delivery and implementation 
to documentation and training.”

PRECISE WORK, MORE THROUGHPUT
The compact, easily accessible S1200 Servo PSL 
applies around ten different self-adhesive labels to 
individual bottles from the Glen Turner and Glen 
Moray brands. Servo-controlled container plates and a 
camera system ensure precise alignment. “We are now 
achieving 15 percent more output, but we still have room 
for improvement,” reveals Ian McLaren. “RENNER’s 
complete package was the best all-round solution for 
Glen Turner.”  

1. The Strawlaw distillery in the Lowlands 2. High quality self-adhesive labels for individual bottles 3. Evening view of the company premises

THE USER

 > A company of the La 
Martiniquaise Group

 > 29 warehouses for maturing, 
4 bottling lines

 > Annual production: approx. 
50 million bottles

THE CHALLENGE

 > Powerful replacement 
investment

 > High precision and reliability
 > Intuitive operation

THE SOLUTION

 > RENNER S1200 Servo PSL
 > Space-saving design, high 

productivity
 > Technical advice, optimal 

service

SPI- 
RITUO- 

SEN

The RENNER option turned 
out to be a good investment, 
and I’m happy to recommend 
it to the group as well.

Want to know 
more about  
the selected 
solution?

MASTHEAD
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